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Verbal Brilliance in Latin: Third Conjugation Exercises 
 
The following verbs will be used in the third conjugation exercises: 
 

to nourish alô alere aluî altus 

to write scrîbô scrîbere scrîpsî scrîptus 

to send mittô mittere mîsî missus 

to rule regô regere rêxî rêctus 

to place pônô pônere posuî positus 

to esteem dîligô dîligere dîlêxî dîlêctus 

to join iungô iungere iûnxî iunctus 

to conquer vincô vincere vîcî vîctus 

to gather legô legere lêgî lêctus 

to defend dêfendô dêfendere dêfendî dêfênsus 

to diminish minuô minuere minuî minûtus 

to raise tollô tollere sustulî sublâtus 

to show ostendô ostendere ostendî ostentus 

to strike pellô pellere pepulî pulsus 

to seek petô petere petîvî petîtus 

to press premô premere pressî pressus 

to leave relinquô relinquere relîquî relictus 

to touch tangô tangere tetigî tâctus 

to deliver trâdô trâdere trâdidî trâditus 

to drag trahô trahere traxî tractus 
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Exercise: Third Conjugation, Past (Passive) and Future (Active) Participles 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. [having been] nourished altus about to nourish altûrus 

2. [having been] written scrîptus about to write scrîptûrus 

3. sent  about to send  

4. ruled  about to rule  

5. placed  about to place  

6. esteemed  about to esteem  

7. joined  about to join  

8. conquered  about to conquer  

9. gathered  about to gather  

10. defended  about to defend  

11. diminished  about to diminish  

12. raised  about to raise  

13. shown  about to show  

14. struck  about to strike  

15. sought  about to seek  

16. pressed  about to press  

17. left  about to leave  

18. touched  about to touch  

19. delivered  about to deliver  

20. dragged  about to drag  
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Exercise: Third Conjugation, Present (Active) and Future (Passive) Participles 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. nourishing alêns about to be nourished alendus 

2. writing scrîbêns about to be written scrîbendus 

3. sending  about to be sent  

4. ruling  about to be ruled  

5. placing  about to be placed  

6. esteeming  about to be esteemed  

7. joining  about to be joined  

8. conquering  about to be conquered  

9. gathering  about to be gathered  

10. defending  about to be defended  

11. diminishing  about to be diminished  

12. raising  about to be raised  

13. showing  about to be shown  

14. striking  about to be struck  

15. seeking  about to be sought  

16. pressing  about to be pressed  

17. leaving  about to be left  

18. touching  about to be touched  

19. delivering  about to be delivered  

20. dragging  about to be dragged  
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Exercise: Third Conjugation, Present Infinitives, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. to nourish alere to be nourished alî 

2. to write scrîbêre to be written scrîbî 

3. to send  to be sent  

4. to rule  to be ruled  

5. to place  to be placed  

6. to esteem  to be esteemed  

7. to join  to be joined  

8. to conquer  to be conquered  

9. to gather  to be gathered  

10. to defend  to be defended  

11. to diminish  to be diminished  

12. to raise  to be raised  

13. to show  to be shown  

14. to strike  to be struck  

15. to seek  to be sought  

16. to press  to be pressed  

17. to leave  to be left  

18. to touch  to be touched  

19. to deliver  to be delivered  

20. to drag  to be dragged  
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Exercise: Third Conjugation, Perfect Infinitives, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. to have nourished aluisse to have been nourished altus esse 

2. to have written scrîpsisse to have been written scrîptus esse 

3. to have sent  to have been sent  

4. to have ruled  to have been ruled  

5. to have placed  to have been placed  

6. to have esteemed  to have been esteemed  

7. to have joined  to have been joined  

8. to have conquered  to have been conquered  

9. to have gathered  to have been gathered  

10. to have defended  to have been defended  

11. to have diminished  to have been diminished  

12. to have raised  to have been raised  

13. to have shown  to have been shown  

14. to have struck  to have been struck  

15. to have sought  to have been sought  

16. to have pressed  to have been pressed  

17. to have left  to have been left  

18. to have touched  to have been touched  

19. to have delivered  to have been delivered  

20. to have dragged  to have been dragged  
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Exercise: Third Conjugation, Future Infinitives, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. to be about to nourish altûrus esse to be about to be nourished altum îrî 

2. to be about to write scrîptûrus esse to be about to be written scrîptum îrî 

3. to be about to send  to be about to be sent  

4. to be about to rule  to be about to be ruled  

5. to be about to place  to be about to be placed  

6. to be about to esteem  to be about to be esteemed  

7. to be about to join  to be about to be joined  

8. to be about to conquer  to be about to be conquered  

9. to be about to gather  to be about to be gathered  

10. to be about to defend  to be about to be defended  

11. to be about to diminish  to be about to be diminished  

12. to be about to raise  to be about to be raised  

13. to be about to show  to be about to be shown  

14. to be about to strike  to be about to be struck  

15. to be about to seek  to be about to be sought  

16. to be about to press  to be about to be pressed  

17. to be about to leave  to be about to be left  

18. to be about to touch  to be about to be touched  

19. to be about to deliver  to be about to be delivered  

20. to be about to drag  to be about to be dragged  
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Exercise: Third Conjugation, Present Indicative, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x nourishes alit x is [being] nourished alitur 

2. x writes scrîbit x is [being] written scrîbitur 

3. x sends  x is sent  

4. x rules  x is ruled  

5. x places  x is placed  

6. x esteems  x is esteemed  

7. x joins  x is joined  

8. x conquers  x is conquered  

9. x gathers  x is gathered  

10. x defends  x is defended  

11. x diminishes  x is diminished  

12. x raises  x is raised  

13. x shows  x is shown  

14. x strikes  x is struck  

15. x seeks  x is sought  

16. x presses  x is pressed  

17. x leaves  x is left  

18. x touches  x is touched  

19. x delivers  x is delivered  

20. x drags  x is dragged  
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Exercise: Third Conjugation, Imperfect Indicative, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x was nourishing alêbat x was being nourished alêbâtur 

2. x was writing scrîbêbat x was being written scrîbêbâtur 

3. x was sending  x was being sent  

4. x was ruling  x was being ruled  

5. x was placing  x was being placed  

6. x was esteeming  x was being esteemed  

7. x was joining  x was being joined  

8. x was conquering  x was being conquered  

9. x was gathering  x was being gathered  

10. x was defending  x was being defended  

11. x was diminishing  x was being diminished  

12. x was raising  x was being raised  

13. x was showing  x was being shown  

14. x was striking  x was being struck  

15. x was seeking  x was being sought  

16. x was pressing  x was being pressed  

17. x was leaving  x was being left  

18. x was touching  x was being touched  

19. x was delivering  x was being delivered  

20. x was dragging  x was being dragged  
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Exercise: Third Conjugation, Future Indicative, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x will nourish alet x will be nourished alêtur 

2. x will write scrîbet x will be written scrîbêtur 

3. x will send  x will be sent  

4. x will rule  x will be ruled  

5. x will place  x will be placed  

6. x will esteem  x will be esteemed  

7. x will join  x will be joined  

8. x will conquer  x will be conquered  

9. x will gather  x will be gathered  

10. x will defend  x will be defended  

11. x will diminish  x will be diminished  

12. x will raise  x will be raised  

13. x will show  x will be shown  

14. x will strike  x will be struck  

15. x will seek  x will be sought  

16. x will press  x will be pressed  

17. x will leave  x will be left  

18. x will touch  x will be touched  

19. x will deliver  x will be delivered  

20. x will drag  x will be dragged  
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Exercise: Third Conjugation, Present Perfect, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x has nourished aluit x has been nourished altus est 

2. x has written scrîpsit x has been written scrîptus est 

3. x has sent  x has been sent  

4. x has ruled  x has been ruled  

5. x has placed  x has been placed  

6. x has esteemed  x has been esteemed  

7. x has joined  x has been joined  

8. x has conquered  x has been conquered  

9. x has gathered  x has been gathered  

10. x has defended  x has been defended  

11. x has diminished  x has been diminished  

12. x has raised  x has been raised  

13. x has shown  x has been shown  

14. x has struck  x has been struck  

15. x has sought  x has been sought  

16. x has pressed  x has been pressed  

17. x has left  x has been left  

18. x has touched  x has been touched  

19. x has delivered  x has been delivered  

20. x has dragged  x has been dragged  
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Exercise: Third Conjugation, Past Perfect, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x had nourished aluerat x had been nourished altus erat 

2. x had written scrîpserat x had been written scrîptus erat 

3. x had sent  x had been sent  

4. x had ruled  x had been ruled  

5. x had placed  x had been placed  

6. x had esteemed  x had been esteemed  

7. x had joined  x had been joined  

8. x had conquered  x had been conquered  

9. x had gathered  x had been gathered  

10. x had defended  x had been defended  

11. x had diminished  x had been diminished  

12. x had raised  x had been raised  

13. x had shown  x had been shown  

14. x had struck  x had been struck  

15. x had sought  x had been sought  

16. x had pressed  x had been pressed  

17. x had left  x had been left  

18. x had touched  x had been touched  

19. x had delivered  x had been delivered  

20. x had dragged  x had been dragged  
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Exercise: Third Conjugation, Future Perfect, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x will have nourished aluerit x will have been nourished altus erit 

2. x will have written scrîpserit x will have been written scrîptus erit 

3. x will have sent  x will have been sent  

4. x will have ruled  x will have been ruled  

5. x will have placed  x will have been placed  

6. x will have esteemed  x will have been esteemed  

7. x will have joined  x will have been joined  

8. x will have conquered  x will have been conquered  

9. x will have gathered  x will have been gathered  

10. x will have defended  x will have been defended  

11. x will have diminished  x will have been diminished  

12. x will have raised  x will have been raised  

13. x will have shown  x will have been shown  

14. x will have struck  x will have been struck  

15. x will have sought  x will have been sought  

16. x will have pressed  x will have been pressed  

17. x will have left  x will have been left  

18. x will have touched  x will have been touched  

19. x will have delivered  x will have been delivered  

20. x will have dragged  x will have been dragged  
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Exercise: Third Conjugation, Present Subjunctive, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. let x nourish alat let x be nourished alâtur 

2. let x write scrîbat let x be written scrîbâtur 

3. let x send  let x be sent  

4. let x rule  let x be ruled  

5. let x place  let x be placed  

6. let x esteem  let x be esteemed  

7. let x join  let x be joined  

8. let x conquer  let x be conquered  

9. let x gather  let x be gathered  

10. let x defend  let x be defended  

11. let x diminish  let x be diminished  

12. let x raise  let x be raised  

13. let x show  let x be shown  

14. let x strike  let x be struck  

15. let x seek  let x be sought  

16. let x press  let x be pressed  

17. let x leave  let x be left  

18. let x touch  let x be touched  

19. let x delivered  let x be delivered  

20. let x drag  let x be dragged  
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Exercise: Third Conjugation, Imperfect Subjunctive, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x would nourish aleret x would be nourished alerêtur 

2. x would write scrîberet x would be written scrîberêtur 

3. x would send  x would be sent  

4. x would rule  x would be ruled  

5. x would place  x would be placed  

6. x would esteem  x would be esteemed  

7. x would join  x would be joined  

8. x would conquer  x would be conquered  

9. x would gather  x would be gathered  

10. x would defend  x would be defended  

11. x would diminish  x would be diminished  

12. x would raise  x would be raised  

13. x would show  x would be shown  

14. x would strike  x would be struck  

15. x would seek  x would be sought  

16. x would press  x would be pressed  

17. x would leave  x would be left  

18. x would touch  x would be touched  

19. x would delivered  x would be delivered  

20. x would drag  x would be dragged  
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Exercise: Third Conjugation, Perfect Subjunctive, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. [I ask what] x has nourished aluerit [I ask who / what] has been nourished altus sit 

2. [I ask what] x has written scrîpserit [I ask who / what] has been written scrîptus sit 

3. [I ask what] x has sent  [I ask who / what] has been sent  

4. [I ask what] x has ruled  [I ask who / what] has been ruled  

5. [I ask what] x has placed  [I ask who / what] has been placed  

6. [I ask what] x has esteemed  [I ask who / what] has been esteemed  

7. [I ask what] x has joined  [I ask who / what] has been joined  

8. [I ask what] x has conquered  [I ask who / what] has been conquered  

9. [I ask what] x has gathered  [I ask who / what] has been gathered  

10. [I ask what] x has defended  [I ask who / what] has been defended  

11. [I ask what] x has diminished  [I ask who / what] has been diminished  

12. [I ask what] x has raised  [I ask who / what] has been raised  

13. [I ask what] x has shown  [I ask who / what] has been shown  

14. [I ask what] x has struck  [I ask who / what] has been struck  

15. [I ask what] x has sought  [I ask who / what] has been sought  

16. [I ask what] x has pressed  [I ask who / what] has been pressed  

17. [I ask what] x has left  [I ask who / what] has been left  

18. [I ask what] x has touched  [I ask who / what] has been touched  

19. [I ask what] x has delivered  [I ask who / what] has been delivered  

20. [I ask what] x has dragged  [I ask who / what] has been dragged  
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Exercise: Third Conjugation, Past Perfect Subjunctive, Active and Passive 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. x would have nourished aluisset x would have been nourished altus esset 

2. x would have written scrîpsisset x would have been written scrîptus esset 

3. x would have sent  x would have been sent  

4. x would have ruled  x would have been ruled  

5. x would have placed  x would have been placed  

6. x would have esteemed  x would have been esteemed  

7. x would have joined  x would have been joined  

8. x would have conquered  x would have been conquered  

9. x would have gathered  x would have been gathered  

10. x would have defended  x would have been defended  

11. x would have diminished  x would have been diminished  

12. x would have raised  x would have been raised  

13. x would have shown  x would have been shown  

14. x would have struck  x would have been struck  

15. x would have sought  x would have been sought  

16. x would have pressed  x would have been pressed  

17. x would have left  x would have been left  

18. x would have touched  x would have been touched  

19. x would have delivered  x would have been delivered  

20. x would have dragged  x would have been dragged  
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Exercise: Third Conjugation, Present Imperative, Active Singular and Plural 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. nourish! ale nourish! (pl) alite 

2. write! scrîbe write! (pl) scrîbite 

3. send!  send! (pl)  

4. rule!  rule! (pl)  

5. place!  place! (pl)  

6. esteem!  esteem! (pl)  

7. join!  join! (pl)  

8. conquer!  conquer! (pl)  

9. gather!  gather! (pl)  

10. defend!  defend! (pl)  

11. diminish!  diminish! (pl)  

12. raise!  raise! (pl)  

13. show!  show! (pl)  

14. strike!  strike! (pl)  

15. seek!  seek! (pl)  

16. press!  press! (pl)  

17. leave!  leave! (pl)  

18. touch!  touch! (pl)  

19. deliver!  deliver! (pl)  

20. drag!  drag! (pl)  
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Exercise: Third Conjugation, Present Imperative, Passive Singular and Plural 

Practice these items until you can produce the meanings in either direction effortlessly and instantaneously. Recommendation: To make the best 
use of your time, do not just mechanically write down the list of words, but speak them aloud and try to think of a visual representation of the 
meaning as you write. Test yourself by covering the other columns or by folding the paper so that only a single column is showing as you try to 
understand each item in the other language. 

1. be nourished! alere be nourished! (pl) aliminî 

2. be written! scrîbere be written! (pl) scrîbiminî 

3. be sent!  be sent! (pl)  

4. be ruled!  be ruled! (pl)  

5. be placed!  be placed! (pl)  

6. be esteemed!  be esteemed! (pl)  

7. be joined! (pl)  be joined! (pl)  

8. be conquered!  be conquered! (pl)  

9. be gathered!  be gathered! (pl)  

10. be defended!  be defended! (pl)  

11. be diminished!  be diminished! (pl)  

12. be raised!  be raised! (pl)  

13. be shown!  be shown! (pl)  

14. be struck!  be struck! (pl)  

15. be sought!  be sought! (pl)  

16. be pressed!  be pressed! (pl)  

17. be left!  be left! (pl)  

18. be touched!  be touched! (pl)  

19. be delivered!  be delivered! (pl)  

20. be dragged!  be dragged! (pl)  
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Cumulative Exercise: Third Conjugation, Participles and Infinitives 

1. to have dragged 
2. to rule 
3. about to be written 
4. to be about to be pressed 
5. to be about to be written 
6. esteeming 
7. about to deliver 
8. to have delivered 
9. to be sent 
10. about to leave 
11. to be about to conquer 
12. to be touched 
13. touching 
14. to have been defended 
15. to have been delivered 
16. to be about to leave 
17. to show 
18. to diminish 
19. to touch 
20. to be about to be diminished 
21. to have joined 
22. about to nourish 
23. about to be raised 
24. to be about to be delivered 
25. to be defended 
26. [having been] defended 
27. to have been dragged 
28. [having been] pressed 
29. to be about to deliver 
30. [having been] diminished 
31. to have touched 
32. to have been sought 
33. to be struck 
34. about to conquer 
35. to be about to gather 
36. to be about to show 
37. to have esteemed 
38. about to defend 
39. to strike 
40. to have left 
41. raising 

42. to have struck 
43. to be about to drag 
44. to esteem 
45. to be about to be defended 
46. about to be placed 
47. to be about to be nourished 
48. [having been] placed 
49. to have been pressed 
50. about to touch 
51. pressing 
52. to be esteemed 
53. to have been shown 
54. to have been nourished 
55. [having been] sent 
56. to be about to be placed 
57. to be about to be shown 
58. to conquer 
59. [having been] dragged 
60. about to raise 
61. about to join 
62. to have been left 
63. to send 
64. [having been] left 
65. to be about to be conquered 
66. about to diminish 
67. sending 
68. to be about to be raised 
69. to be about to be sought 
70. nourishing 
71. about to be joined 
72. conquering 
73. about to be diminished 
74. about to be sent 
75. to be ruled 
76. to have been touched 
77. to be about to send 
78. about to nourish 
79. to write 
80. to press 
81. to have been struck 
82. to have been esteemed 

83. to be joined 
84. to have gathered 
85. to have been placed 
86. to have been gathered 
87. to be placed 
88. to be about to be gathered 
89. about to be touched 
90. [having been] shown 
91. to have diminished 
92. about to esteem 
93. gathering 
94. to have nourished 
95. to be about to defend 
96. striking 
97. to have sought 
98. to be about to raise 
99. to be about to be joined 
100. to be about to nourish 
101. to have been raised 
102. [having been] joined 
103. to be about to be left 
104. writing 
105. leaving 
106. to have been written 
107. about to place 
108. to be about to be dragged 
109. about to be conquered 
110. about to press 
111. [having been] gathered 
112. to drag 
113. to be sought 
114. [having been] nourished 
115. about to be defended 
116. [having been] delivered 
117. to have ruled 
118. to have been diminished 
119. diminishing 
120. to have pressed 
121. to be about to touch 
122. about to be pressed 
123. [having been] ruled 
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124. [having been] conquered 
125. to raise 
126. about to rule 
127. to be gathered 
128. to nourish 
129. about to show 
130. to be delivered 
131. to nourish 
132. [having been] raised 
133. to have been sent 
134. to be shown 
135. to be about to join 
136. about to be struck 
137. to deliver 
138. to be left 
139. [having been] struck 
140. to be conquered 
141. to have been ruled 
142. to leave 
143. to have defended 
144. to be about to be sent 
145. to have raised 
146. about to strike 
147. to be about to rule 
148. to be about to write 
149. [having been] esteemed 

150. to have been joined 
151. about to be ruled 
152. to have been conquered 
153. about to be gathered 
154. to be nourished 
155. [having been] sought 
156. about to be left 
157. defending 
158. to be about to be struck 
159. to be about to be touched 
160. to be pressed 
161. about to be sought 
162. to be dragged 
163. to have sent 
164. to have placed 
165. to be about to diminish 
166. to have conquered 
167. delivering 
168. [having been] touched 
169. to be raised 
170. to have shown 
171. to be about to be esteemed 
172. to defend 
173. about to send 
174. about to be delivered 
175. to be written 

176. to be about to strike 
177. seeking 
178. to be about to nourish 
179. dragging 
180. about to drag 
181. to be about to be ruled 
182. about to be dragged 
183. to place 
184. joining 
185. to gather 
186. to be about to place 
187. ruling 
188. to be about to esteem 
189. about to be nourished 
190. to have written 
191. about to gather 
192. to be diminished 
193. about to be esteemed 
194. to join 
195. about to write 
196. to be about to press 
197. showing 
198. [having been] written 
199. about to be shown 
200. placing 

Cumulative Exercise: Third Conjugation, Primary and Perfect Tenses 

 
1. x had ruled 
2. x has written 
3. x has been nourished 
4. x had delivered 
5. x strikes 
6. x will have joined 
7. x had been left 
8. x has sent 
9. x had been joined 
10. x will touch 
11. x will be touched 
12. x diminishes 
13. x has been pressed 
14. x is ruled 
15. x will have been touched 
16. x had been struck 
17. x has sought 

18. x will have struck 
19. x has delivered 
20. x was sending 
21. x will have been gathered 
22. x is shown 
23. x will have delivered 
24. x was pressing 
25. x esteems 
26. x touches 
27. x is gathered 
28. x delivers 
29. x will have been nourished 
30. x will have placed 
31. x was showing 
32. x is pressed 
33. x will have nourished 
34. x will be delivered 

35. x has diminished 
36. x gathers 
37. x has placed 
38. x had struck 
39. x will be diminished 
40. x will be shown 
41. x is nourished 
42. x had been diminished 
43. x had been delivered 
44. x has been joined 
45. x was being placed 
46. x was being ruled 
47. x will nourish 
48. x was esteeming 
49. x was being esteemed 
50. x is sent 
51. x will gather 
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52. x was being joined 
53. x was being sent 
54. x is placed 
55. x places 
56. x was delivering 
57. x was being struck 
58. x shows 
59. x will have shown 
60. x had written 
61. x will be nourished 
62. x will press 
63. x will have been joined 
64. x had diminished 
65. x is delivered 
66. x is diminished 
67. x will be pressed 
68. x was being nourished 
69. x will write 
70. x is touched 
71. x has been delivered 
72. x will esteem 
73. x will be left 
74. x will be ruled 
75. x has struck 
76. x presses 
77. x will have been sought 
78. x will have left 
79. x has been placed 
80. x will have been pressed 
81. x will be placed 
82. x has been written 
83. x had placed 
84. x will nourish 
85. x nourishes 
86. x will be joined 
87. x is written 
88. x has been left 
89. x will have been written 
90. x has left 
91. x has been struck 
92. x will have gathered 
93. x had nourished 
94. x was nourishing 
95. x had been written 
96. x will join 
97. x had touched 
98. x has been sent 
99. x seeks 

100. x was being sought 
101. x will have touched 
102. x had been pressed 
103. x will have been esteemed 
104. x will leave 
105. x was being touched 
106. x will diminish 
107. x will have been sent 
108. x will be written 
109. x had been sought 
110. x had been sent 
111. x has touched 
112. x was gathering 
113. x leaves 
114. x was being gathered 
115. x will have sought 
116. x will have ruled 
117. x was leaving 
118. x will have written 
119. x had been gathered 
120. x will have been ruled 
121. x was being shown 
122. x will be sought 
123. x will have been diminished 
124. x has been esteemed 
125. x had left 
126. x has gathered 
127. x was being diminished 
128. x had been shown 
129. x will have been left 
130. x had esteemed 
131. x was seeking 
132. x had gathered 
133. x has nourished 
134. x will be struck 
135. x will have esteemed 
136. x is struck 
137. x has ruled 
138. x will have been shown 
139. x was being written 
140. x will have been delivered 
141. x will be gathered 
142. x was being left 
143. x was placing 
144. x has been touched 
145. x will show 
146. x has been sought 
147. x has been shown 

148. x will send 
149. x was being pressed 
150. x will have diminished 
151. x will have pressed 
152. x has pressed 
153. x will place 
154. x was striking 
155. x was writing 
156. x will deliver 
157. x joins 
158. x had been esteemed 
159. x has esteemed 
160. x had shown 
161. x had been ruled 
162. x is left 
163. x is esteemed 
164. x will have been struck 
165. x had been nourished 
166. x will rule 
167. x was joining 
168. x writes 
169. x will have been placed 
170. x was ruling 
171. x had joined 
172. x was being delivered 
173. x had sought 
174. x had been placed 
175. x had pressed 
176. x is sought 
177. x had been touched 
178. x had sent 
179. x has been diminished 
180. x has shown 
181. x will strike 
182. x has been gathered 
183. x sends 
184. x will be sent 
185. x has joined 
186. x rules 
187. x will have sent 
188. x will be esteemed 
189. x is joined 
190. x has been ruled 
191. x was diminishing 
192. x was touching 
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Cumulative Exercise: Third Conjugation, Subjunctives and Imperatives 
 
1. nourish! 
2. x would nourish 
3. [I ask what] x has esteemed 
4. [I ask who / what] has been touched 
5. be pressed! 
6. x would have been ruled 
7. [I ask what] x has left 
8. x would have been diminished 
9. [I ask who / what] has been sought 
10. [I ask who / what] has been ruled 
11. x would have defended 
12. deliver! (pl) 
13. let x be placed 
14. send! 
15. x would have been struck 
16. x would be written 
17. x would be diminished 
18. rule! 
19. let x raise 
20. let x be sent 
21. x would press 
22. x would have struck 
23. be shown! (pl) 
24. x would have joined 
25. x would have been raised 
26. be sought! (pl) 
27. be left! 
28. [I ask what] x has nourished 
29. let x be shown 
30. [I ask what] x has joined 
31. be nourished! 
32. x would join 
33. be defended! 
34. let x be delivered 
35. let x esteem 
36. x would deliver 
37. be touched! 
38. let x be touched 
39. x would be defended 
40. [I ask who / what] has been shown 
41. [I ask who / what] has been esteemed 

42. [I ask who / what] has been pressed 
43. x would be touched 
44. drag! 
45. let x be left 
46. [I ask what] x has gathered 
47. defend! 
48. place! (pl) 
49. x would write 
50. x would be struck 
51. x would have been written 
52. let x be joined 
53. let x be defended 
54. be gathered! 
55. [I ask what] x has sought 
56. be dragged! (pl) 
57. be defended! (pl) 
58. x would place 
59. x would be gathered 
60. let x strike 
61. x would have gathered 
62. x would have been sent 
63. join! (pl) 
64. x would have sought 
65. x would be delivered 
66. esteem! 
67. let x be written 
68. x would have been nourished 
69. x would have diminished 
70. rule! (pl) 
71. raise! 
72. let x rule 
73. x would have been joined 
74. let x touch 
75. x would have been esteemed 
76. be ruled! (pl) 
77. show! 
78. be touched! (pl) 
79. x would strike 
80. be placed! (pl) 
81. [I ask who / what] has been written 
82. x would be esteemed 

83. [I ask who / what] has been left 
84. x would be nourished 
85. gather! 
86. x would have shown 
87. x would be pressed 
88. x would show 
89. let x be struck 
90. x would have placed 
91. x would have left 
92. press! 
93. x would be dragged 
94. be esteemed! 
95. nourish! (pl) 
96. leave! (pl) 
97. x would have been touched 
98. let x nourish 
99. [I ask what] x has delivered 
100. [I ask what] x has ruled 
101. x would be sent 
102. x would have been delivered 
103. [I ask what] x has struck 
104. let x gather 
105. [I ask who / what] has been raised 
106. x would have been gathered 
107. x would be left 
108. [I ask who / what] has been struck 
109. [I ask what] x has written 
110. join! 
111. [I ask who / what] has been 

delivered 
112. x would have raised 
113. be left! (pl) 
114. write! 
115. [I ask what] x has sent 
116. be raised! 
117. be struck! (pl) 
118. let x be ruled 
119. [I ask what] x has placed 
120. x would have dragged 
121. let x leave 
122. x would have pressed 
123. be delivered! (pl) 
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124. [I ask what] x has raised 
125. let x join 
126. be nourished! (pl) 
127. be sought! 
128. place! 
129. be pressed! (pl) 
130. [I ask what] x has dragged 
131. let x drag 
132. let x be nourished 
133. x would raise 
134. [I ask who / what] has been 

defended 
135. be struck! 
136. be ruled! 
137. x would have nourished 
138. x would have written 
139. be esteemed! (pl) 
140. let x deliver 
141. x would have sent 
142. x would have been placed 
143. x would touch 
144. be shown! 
145. nourish! (pl) 
146. x would nourish 
147. x would have been shown 
148. x would have been left 
149. x would rule 
150. be placed! 
151. let x be raised 
152. x would leave 
153. [I ask what] x has shown 
154. [I ask what] x has pressed 
155. let x show 
156. be diminished! (pl) 
157. x would be raised 
158. let x be sought 
159. be delivered! 

160. x would have been dragged 
161. [I ask what] x has touched 
162. be sent! (pl) 
163. [I ask what] x has defended 
164. [I ask who / what] has been sent 
165. let x diminish 
166. be joined! 
167. gather! (pl) 
168. x would drag 
169. let x place 
170. let x nourish 
171. deliver! 
172. [I ask who / what] has been dragged 
173. touch! (pl) 
174. let x defend 
175. be joined! (pl) 
176. leave! 
177. x would have touched 
178. let x be diminished 
179. let x send 
180. show! (pl) 
181. [I ask who / what] has been 

gathered 
182. let x be pressed 
183. x would send 
184. nourish! 
185. [I ask who / what] has been 

diminished 
186. x would diminish 
187. x would be joined 
188. diminish! 
189. let x be dragged 
190. press! (pl) 
191. raise! (pl) 
192. x would gather 
193. strike! 
194. x would have been sought 

195. x would be ruled 
196. defend! (pl) 
197. [I ask who / what] has been joined 
198. be dragged! 
199. be raised! (pl) 
200. esteem! (pl) 
201. x would have been pressed 
202. x would be placed 
203. x would have ruled 
204. drag! (pl) 
205. x would be sought 
206. [I ask what] x has diminished 
207. x would be shown 
208. [I ask who / what] has been 

nourished 
209. be gathered! (pl) 
210. diminish! (pl) 
211. x would have delivered 
212. x would have esteemed 
213. x would esteem 
214. [I ask who / what] has been placed 
215. let x be esteemed 
216. write! (pl) 
217. be diminished! 
218. send! (pl) 
219. x would defend 
220. strike! (pl) 
221. be written! 
222. be written! (pl) 
223. let x be gathered 
224. let x write 
225. be sent! 
226. let x press 
227. x would have been defended 
228. touch! 

 


